Changelog CMS R7600

CMS R7600 - New Features and Improvements

- **Notes**
  We've added a section to write notes about Makos and Companies. This could be anything from describing the network environment, to how a Mako is physically installed, to contact information, IP address information, or anything else you'd like to mention.

- **PCI Pending Tasks**
  You can now see at a glance all upcoming PCI Pending Tasks, allowing you to have greater visibility of the work required across your organisation to maintain PCI compliance. Weekly emails are also sent to help remind you of tasks that need addressing soon.

- **Scheduled Network Availability Reports**
  We've added the ability to schedule daily, weekly, or monthly Network Availability Reports.

- **Time-Limited Firewall Rules**
  We've added the ability to create time-limited firewall rules. This feature is useful when you need to temporarily allow access for a third party into your network, without having to remember to remove the rules afterwards.

- **LAN Device Detection Alert**
  We've added the ability to send an email notification when a new device is connected to a LAN. Unlike the Unauthorised Device alerts, these alerts will still allow the device to operate on the network.

- **LAN Device Report**
  An organisation wide report on all the LAN devices across the estate is now available in the Company Reports section.

- **WAN Failover Enhancements**
  We've consolidated WAN failover settings for all WANs into a single screen. You now have greater control over how each WAN is tested, and when it should failover/failback.

---

CMS R7600 - Maintenance

- AP Scan: Fixed issue with CSV export column names.
- Cellular: Added ability to toggle SIM roaming.
- Configuration: Improved readability of the VPN sections of the Config Review screen.
- Documentation: Added Help links on pages.
- Email: Fixed issue with limited access users not receiving Mako specific emails.
- Firewall: Added ability to enable domain-based firewall rule support in bulk for all locations across an organisation.
- Hotspot: Fixed issue with duplicate hotspot names.
- Network: Added ability to disable LAN ports.
- OpenVPN: Added ability to configure and see client certificate expiration date.
- PCI DSS: Added AP Scan status summary to the PCI Dashboard.
- PCI DSS: Scans and Config Reviews no longer require the PCI Template to be enabled.
- Provisioning: Audit event for Makos created via Copy now includes the Mako it was copied from.
- Provisioning: Fixed issue with copying Makos with bridged LANs.
- Selection: Added WAN health status information to the Mako selection screens.
- VPN: Added ability to set per-Mako alert thresholds.
- VPN Cloud: Improved performance when making changes to large VPN Clouds.

---

Have a suggestion to improve your experience with the Mako System?
We'd love to hear from you! support@makonetworks.com

Please consider the environment before printing this document.